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Abstract

Recent advances in population genomics have triggered great interest in the genomic

landscape of divergence in taxa with ‘porous’ species boundaries. One important

obstable of previous studies of this topic was the low genomic coverage achieved. This

issue can now be overcome by the use of ‘next generation’ or short-read DNA-sequenc-

ing approaches capable of assaying many thousands of single nucleotide polymor-

phisms (SNPs) in divergent species. We have scanned the ‘porous’ genomes of Populus
alba and Populus tremula, two ecologically divergent hybridizing forest trees, using

>38 000 SNPs assayed by restriction site associated DNA (RAD) sequencing. Win-

dowed analyses indicate great variation in genetic divergence (e.g. the proportion of

fixed SNPs) between species, and these results are unlikely to be strongly biased by

genomic features of the Populus trichocarpa reference genome used for SNP calling.

Divergence estimates were significantly autocorrelated (P < 0.01; Moran’s I up to 0.6)

along 11 of 19 chromosomes. Many of these autocorrelations involved low divergence

blocks, thus suggesting that allele sharing was caused by recurrent gene flow rather

than shared ancestral polymorphism. A conspicuous low divergence block of three

megabases was detected on chromosome XIX, recently put forward as an incipient sex

chromosome in Populus, and was largely congruent with introgression of mapped

microsatellites in two natural hybrid zones (N > 400). Our results help explain the

origin of the ‘genomic mosaic’ seen in these taxa with ‘porous’ genomes and suggest

rampant introgression or extensive among-species conservation of an incipient plant

sex chromosome. RAD sequencing holds great promise for detecting patterns of divergence

and gene flow in highly divergent hybridizing species.

Keywords: admixture, hybridization, population genomics, RAD sequencing, sex chromosomes,

speciation genetics

Introduction

Understanding the genomic signatures associated with

the origin and breakdown of species boundaries is of

great current interest in molecular ecology and evolu-

tionary biology (Wolf et al. 2010). Recent years have

seen a wealth of population genomic studies on taxa

with ‘porous’ genomes, that is, pairs or groups of

diverging populations in which ‘whole-genome

isolation’ has not yet been achieved (Dopman et al.

2005; Turner et al. 2005; Savolainen et al. 2006; Minder

& Widmer 2008; Nosil et al. 2009; Michel et al. 2010;

Andrew et al. 2012). This work has already started

to change the way we think about the ‘genomic land-

scape of divergence’ in taxa with ‘porous’ species

boundaries and the suite of population genetic forces

shaping it.
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Metaphors such as genomic ‘islands’ and ‘continents’

of speciation have been coined to articulate the complex

sequence of events leading to speciation in the face of

gene flow (i.e. in sympatry or parapatry; Turner et al.

2005; Via & West 2008). This process is sometimes

thought to start from just a few ‘speciation genes’ sub-

ject to strong divergent selection (the genomic ‘islands’

of divergence), which increase in size due to either

adaptive hitchhiking or divergence hitchhiking as

newly arisen, adjacent mutations reduce gene flow fur-

ther (Maynard Smith & Haigh 1974; Wu & Ting 2004;

Via & West 2008). Nevertheless, the relative importance

and timing of adaptive, divergence and ‘genome hitch-

hiking’ (i.e. few linked or many loci under divergent

selection during speciation) is contentious, which rein-

forces the need to study taxa with ‘porous genomes’ at

both early and advanced stages of speciation (Feder

et al. 2012; Strasburg et al. 2012).

To date, most genomic scans are based on small num-

bers of molecular genetic markers typed in divergent

population pairs or hybrid zones (typically dozens or

hundreds of loci; Dopman et al. 2005; Lexer et al. 2010;

Michel et al. 2010; review by Strasburg et al. 2012). Much

larger genomic coverage would be desirable to provide a

reliable picture of the genomic landscape of divergence

(Feder & Nosil 2010), and the necessary technologies to

achieve this goal have now become available.

So-called Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)

approaches (from here onwards, short-read sequencing)

have started to transform the way molecular ecologists

approach key issues related to the origin and mainte-

nance of biological diversity. While whole-genome

scans of populations based on short-read sequencing

have been carried out in few species (Rubin et al. 2010;

Turner et al. 2010; Amaral et al. 2011), simpler and more

affordable approaches involve partial genomic scans

based on sequence templates of reduced complexity,

such as Restriction site associated DNA (RAD) sequenc-

ing (Baird et al. 2008) or similar methods of genotyping-

by-resequencing (Parchman et al. 2012). This approach

has already provided intriguing insights into the geno-

mic basis of parallel evolution (Hohenlohe et al. 2010)

and into previously unresolved genetic structure in

phylogeographic surveys (Emerson et al. 2010). Here,

we apply RAD sequencing (from here onwards: RAD-

Seq) to the ‘porous’ species boundary of Populus alba

and Populus tremula, two hybridizing, ecologically diver-

gent forest trees related to the completely sequenced

‘model tree’, Populus trichocarpa (Tuskan et al. 2006).

Two issues are at the heart of our attention, namely the

roles of shared ancestral polymorphism vs. interspecific

gene flow as causes of allele sharing between divergent

genomes and the role of sex chromosomes in reproduc-

tive isolation (RI).

With respect to the former issue, closely related spe-

cies are expected to share alleles for some time due to

incomplete lineage sorting or because of genomic

admixture and gene flow across ‘porous’ species bound-

aries (Wu & Ting 2004), but distinguishing between

these two scenarios is not a trivial task (Muir & Schlöt-

terer 2005; Lexer et al. 2006; Palma-Silva et al. 2011).

Knowing the genomic distribution of shared alleles

would help, as gene flow is expected to result in entire

blocks of material from one species embedded within

another species’ genomic background, with the size of

shared blocks depending on the precise history of

admixture (Buerkle & Lexer 2008; Winkler et al. 2010).

High-density short-read sequencing–based genome

scans should allow the detection of such linkage dis-

equilibrium (LD) blocks shared among related taxa, for

example, by examining genomic distributions and auto-

correlations of polymorphisms that are variable vs.

those that are fixed between species.

With regard to sex chromosomes, recent evidence

indicates that ‘speciation genes’ tend to accumulate in

these genomic regions due to suppressed recombina-

tion (Saether et al. 2007; Qvarnstrom & Bailey 2009),

which should manifest itself in increased divergence in

genomic scans. Populus species are dioecious (separate

female and male trees), and sex appears to be con-

trolled by an incipient sex chromosome (Yin et al.

2008) without full differentiation into heteromorphy

(Macaya-Sanz et al. 2011) and with some variation in

the size and precise location of the sex determination

region among species (Pakull et al. 2009; Paolucci et al.

2010). Genetic mapping in a controlled backcross (BC1)

of P. alba and P. tremula revealed that donor alleles in

the sex determination region introgressed into their

recipient genome significantly better than expected

under Mendel’s laws (Macaya-Sanz et al. 2011). Hence,

examining patterns of divergence and gene flow along

the incipient Populus sex chromosome is of interest to

speciation genetics, and short-read sequencing

approaches such as RAD-seq provide an opportunity

to do so.

Here, we make use of >38 000 reference-mapped,

high-quality SNPs and a panel of 32 mapped microsat-

ellites to address the following questions regarding

genomic patterns of divergence and gene flow in P. alba

and P. tremula:

1 What is the potential of RAD-Seq to screen divergent

genomes for regions of great divergence, indicative of

loci involved in RI, and regions of unusually low

divergence?

2 Is allele sharing at low divergence loci more likely to

be due to shared ancestral polymorphism or recur-

rent gene flow?
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3 What is the extent of allele sharing on chromosome

XIX, the incipient sex chromosome of Populus, and

how can we explain it?

We underpin the results of our RAD-Seq-based gen-

ome scan by examining allele sharing and introgression

of mapped microsatellites in a large number of individ-

uals from two natural hybrid zones.

Methods

Sampling design

Populus alba and Populus tremula are widespread tree

species with tractable genomes (~450–500 megabases;

2n = 38; Tuskan et al. 2006; Populus trichocarpa genome

assembly version 2 on www.phytozome.org) and wide-

spread synteny as revealed by comparative genetic

mapping (Cervera et al. 2001; Macaya-Sanz et al. 2011).

Sequence divergence between P. trichocarpa (the

sequenced species) and P. tremula is low (between 1%

and 5%), according to a recent re-sequencing study

based on 77 gene regions (Ingvarsson 2008), which

makes it possible to use the P. trichocarpa genome for

reference mapping of Illumina sequence reads pro-

duced by RAD-Seq. The two ecologically divergent

(flood plain vs. upland pioneer) target species of this

study exhibit incomplete reproductive barriers, result-

ing in extensive advanced generation hybrid zones

(Lexer et al. 2005, 2010). To carry out a RAD-Seq-based

genomic scan for divergence and gene flow, we sam-

pled seven pure genotypes of each species adjacent to a

zone of sym- and parapatry in southern Switzerland

and adjacent northern Italy (also known as Ticino river

valley hybrid zone; below). The absence of recent

admixture in the sampled trees was ascertained by

microsatellites in Lexer et al. (2010) and Lindtke et al.

(2012). As RAD-Seq generates codominant markers and

no missing data were allowed in the final data set

(below), this design allowed us to sample a total of 14

haploid genomes per species. This is sufficient to inter-

rogate divergent genomes for the proportions of SNPs

likely to be fixed between species (with the usual caveat

that rare alleles segregating within one or both species

will go undetected). For details on the samples sub-

jected to RAD-Seq, see Table 1.

The sex of the sampled trees was unknown at the

time point of RAD-Seq but was identified phenotypi-

cally at a later point. Among ten trees that could

unequivocally be sexed, nine turned out to be male

(Table 1). Note that males regularly outnumber female

trees in natural populations of Populus spp. (Stettler

et al. 1996). The only female sampled in our RAD gen-

ome scan showed Illumina read coverage statistics that

were well within the range of males (below; Table S1,

Supporting information). Thus, our sample is suitable

for studying interspecific differentiation of the incipient

poplar sex chromosome (below), but not for addressing

sexual differentiation within species.

To validate the RAD-Seq results with a much larger

panel of individuals, we sampled two large natural

hybrid zones of P. alba and P. tremula for up to 32

mapped microsatellite loci (Table S2, Supporting infor-

mation). Sampling for this step comprised 219 trees

from the Ticino river valley hybrid zone in Italy and

186 trees from the Tisza valley hybrid zone in

Hungary (localities described in Lexer et al. 2010; Table

S3, Supporting information). This sampling included

all 14 samples used in RAD-Seq. Our main goal was

to compare genomic regions with strongly aberrant

SNP patterns such as chromosome XIX, the incipient

sex chromosome of poplar (Yin et al. 2008), to genomic

regions that matched the genomewide average more

closely, for example, chromosome VI. This chromo-

some was chosen for comparisons for consistency with

previous studies which also used it as a reference (de

Carvalho et al. 2010; Macaya-Sanz et al. 2011). The two

hybrid zones exhibited a broad range of admixture

proportions Q (Lexer et al. 2010), which permits the

estimation of locus-specific ancestries (LSA’s) com-

pared to the genomic average (Gompert & Buerkle

2009).

RAD sequencing

Total genomic DNA was extracted from silica-dried leaf

material using the DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen)

according to the manufacturer’s protocols. Subse-

quently, 2.5 μg of spectrophotometrically quantified

DNA were submitted to FLORAGENEX, Oregon, who gen-

erated and sequenced RAD tags following the methods

outlined by Baird et al. (2008), Hohenlohe et al. (2010)

and Emerson et al. (2010). In brief, sequencing adaptors

and individual barcodes were ligated to PstI-digested

total genomic DNA, and the resulting fragments were

sequenced from the restriction sites. Individually

barcoded RAD samples were jointly sequenced on the

Illumina GAIIx platform with single-end 80-bp chemis-

try. Reads were separated by individual, and sequenc-

ing barcodes were removed after the sequencing run,

resulting in RAD tags of 70 bp. Summary statistics for

the sequencing run can be found in Table S1 (Support-

ing information). RAD-Seq samples only a fraction of

the genome, which reduces the complexity of sequence

templates and thus maximizes coverage of individual

loci for any given number of sequence reads obtained

(Baird et al. 2008; Hohenlohe et al. 2010). In our case,

Populus trichocarpa genome assembly version 2 contains
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at least 71 995 PstI-CTGCAG restriction sites (www.

phytozome.org). Assuming that 2 9 70 bp could be

sequenced from each restriction site, a portion of

10.79 9 106 bp or 2.5% of the Populus genome were

screened for SNPs in this study. This is likely to be an

overestimate of genomic coverage, as the use of a meth-

ylation-sensitive restriction enzyme such as PstI

increases the fraction of coding DNA among the

sequenced fragments, which is of particular interest in

complex plant genomes such as Populus (Tuskan et al.

2006).

Microsatellite genotyping

A total of 32 mapped loci (Table S2, Supporting infor-

mation) were picked from a larger panel of microsatel-

lites (Lexer et al. 2010). These markers were chosen

because they reside on well-covered chromosomes pre-

viously characterized by genetic mapping in P. alba and

P. tremula (Macaya-Sanz et al. 2011; Table S2, Support-

ing information). All 32 loci were used to estimate

genomic admixture gradients during statistical analysis

(below), and markers located on chromosomes XIX (six

loci) and VI (13 loci) were analysed for locus-specific

introgression, to facilitate comparisons with previous

studies that compared the same two chromosomes (de

Carvalho et al. 2010; Macaya-Sanz et al. 2011). As sam-

pling comprised >400 individuals from two replicate

hybrid zones (above) and included those samples previ-

ously submitted to RAD-Seq, the microsatellite data

provided a thorough test of the robustness of the RAD

genotype data. Table S2 (Supporting information) lists

details for all microsatellite loci typed in the two hybrid

zones. Note that the chromosome XIX microsatellites

were picked from scaffold 117 of P. trichocarpa genome

assembly version 1 (Yin et al. 2008) and from P. tricho-

carpa linkage maps (Yin et al. 2004). Genetic mapping of

these loci in P. alba and P. tremula indicates that all of

them indeed map to the proximal part of chromosome

XIX (Macaya-Sanz et al. 2011).

Microsatellites were assayed following Lexer et al.

(2005). Genotype data for the Ticino and Tisza hybrid

zones were available from a different study (Lindtke

et al. 2012), except for markers Yin1, Yin2, Con58.1,

ConC49.1 and Con7.1 on chromosome XIX. These loci

were recently developed by Macaya-Sanz et al. (2011),

but genotype data for natural hybrid zones are pre-

sented for the first time here (Tables S2 and S3, Sup-

porting information).

Data analysis

RAD tag processing, reference mapping and SNP

calling. The genomes of Populus spp. are known to be

highly syntenic (Cervera et al. 2001). We used the avail-

able Populus trichocarpa genome (http://www.phyto

zome.org/cgi-bin/gbrowse/poplar/) for RAD reference

mapping and to identify SNP candidates. SNP calling

was based on output from the BOWTIE (version 0.11.3;

Langmead et al. 2009) and SAMTOOLS (0.1.12a; Li et al.

2009) algorithms and custom scripts to identify SNP

candidates. Reference mapping with BOWTIE took

sequence quality information into account, allowed for

up to three mismatches (4.28%) between each read and

Table 1 Details for Populus samples submitted to RAD sequencing. For each sample (ID), species origin, Bayesian ancestry coeffi-

cients from STRUCTURE (Q), sex and geographic coordinates are indicated

ID Species* Q* Sex† Latitude Longitude

I_309 Populus alba 0.989 Unknown 45°14′17.3″N 9°00′57.0″E
I_319 P. alba 0.987 Unknown 45°13′08.2″N 9°02′09.4″E

I_326 P. alba 0.987 Male 45°12′47.2″N 9°02′45.4″E
I_363 P. alba 0.986 Male 45°16′48.7″N 8°58′10.5″E

I_318 P. alba 0.984 Male 45°13′05.1″N 9°02′24.4″E
I_324 P. alba 0.980 Male 45°12′12.2″N 9°03′06.4″E

I_273 P. alba 0.988 Male 45°16′54.6″N 8°58′15.5″E
I_431 P. tremula 0.010 unknown 45°45′31.7″N 8°35′28.9″E

I_381 P. tremula 0.011 Male 45°45′39.7″N 8°35′24.6″E
I_435 P. tremula 0.012 Male 45°45′34.7″N 8°35′26.6″E

I_422 P. tremula 0.012 Unknown 45°17′06.4″N 8°56′16.1″E

I_426 P. tremula 0.011 Male 45°17′01.6″N 8°56′22.8″E
I_455 P. tremula 0.012 Male 45°49′04.8″N 8°28′18.9″E

I_360 P. tremula 0.011 Female 45°46′59.7″N 8°38′22.7″E

*Species origin was inferred from individual ancestry coefficients (Q) estimated by the STRUCTURE software based on 18 mapped

microsatellite loci (Lexer et al. 2010), with pure P. alba defined as Q � 0.98 and pure P. tremula as Q � 0.02.
†Four trees could not be sexed, because they did not flower in that season.
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the reference sequence and ignored reads which

mapped against more than a single position in the

genome. The stringent mismatch cut-off implies that

our analysis may have been constrained to more

conserved regions, which was deemed acceptable

because our focus was not on the detection of highly

divergent outlier loci (see below; Discussion). SAMTOOLS

tabulated SNP results for all individuals (using the

‘mpileup’ module), and we retained information on the

number of reads covering each SNP. The initial SNP

table comprised more than 350 000 putative SNPs, of

which we only accepted those positions which were

covered by 6–250 reads in each individual (Table S4,

Supporting information). This allowed us to detect

alternative alleles if present while at the same time

reducing the number of paralogous SNPs from repeti-

tive (duplicated) DNA segments. We additionally

restricted our analysis to those SNPs which were unam-

biguously mapped on the first 19 scaffolds (i.e. chromo-

somes) of the Populus trichocarpa reference genome.

Finally, we removed all SNP candidates with three or

more alleles and also excluded SNPs which were mono-

morphic in our two target species but different from the

reference genome. We did not implement a minor allele

frequency threshold, as our sampling design (N = 28

haploid genomes sampled without missing data)

already implies a detection threshold of 3.6%. Results of

the reference mapping and SNP calling, including infor-

mation on the position of each SNP, its allelic state, the

number of reads covering the SNP and information on

RAD tags sequenced in each individual, are shown in

Table S4 (Supporting information).

RAD scan for genomic divergence. As surrogates for

genomic divergence, we calculated two parameters

using sliding window analysis (window size = 1 9

106 bps; step size = 200 kb): the proportion of SNPs that

are fixed between species among all variable SNPs in

the data set and FST within Weir & Cockerham’s (1984)

analysis of variance framework for each locus in ARLE-

QUIN 3.5 (Excoffier & Lischer 2010). The former (propor-

tion of fixed SNPs) is simpler and more easily

interpretable, and comparison to FST was deemed of

interest because of the widespread use of this parameter

in population genomics. In taxa with ‘porous’ genomes,

regions with greatly elevated divergence are often

thought to point to potential ‘islands’ or ‘continents’ of

speciation (Nosil et al. 2009), and regions with greatly

reduced divergence indicate recurrent gene flow or

shared ancestral polymorphism (Lexer et al. 2006;

Palma-Silva et al. 2011). Localized genomic divergence

is also known to be influenced by a variety of molecular

and genomic features (Lercher et al. 2002; Guo & Jami-

son 2005), and quantifying the relative roles of these is

of interest before interpreting genomic patterns of

divergence in terms of the origin or maintenance of

reproductive barriers (e.g. Roesti et al. 2012). We there-

fore measured GC content, the presence of repetitive

elements, the fraction of ambiguous (non-ACGT) base

pairs and SNP densities in windows of 1 9 105 and 1

million base pairs across the P. trichocarpa reference

genome, using the BIOCONDUCTOR packages BIOSTRINGS

(http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/2.2/bioc/html/

Biostrings.html) and GENER (http://www.bioconductor.

org/packages/2.3/bioc/html/GeneR.html) for R. Addi-

tionally, repetitive elements with motifs <2 kb were

identified in P. trichocarpa genome assembly version 2

using the TANDEM REPEATS FINDER software (Benson

1999). The relationships between all these features and

windowed estimates of genomic divergence were tested

using Pearson’s correlations.

Genomic autocorrelation analysis of SNP differentiation. Slid-

ing window autocorrelation analyses as implemented in

the function correlog, part of the NCF package for the R

environment (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/

ncf/index.html) identified the maximum strength and

reach of autocorrelations among RAD polymorphisms

along each chromosome. We analysed the autocorrela-

tion between the proportions of fixed SNPs (above) along

all 19 P. trichocarpa chromosomes (Table S5, Supporting

information). Measures of autocorrelation (Moran’s I)

were calculated for blocks of 4 megabases (4 9 106 bp),

sliding by 250 kilobases along chromosomes. Correlog

analyses used a distance class size (‘increment’

argument) of 200 kb, and we permuted the data 1000

times under the null hypothesis to assess significance of

Moran’s I (http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/

ncf/ncf.pdf). For each 4 megabase window, we calcu-

lated an autocorrelogram and extracted the largest Mo-

ran’s I value from any autocorrelation size class smaller

than or equal to the maximum spatial distance for which

significant autocorrelation was found. A single Moran’s I

estimate was thus plotted against the midpoint of each 4

megabase window to identify chromosomal regions of

significant autocorrelation. This allowed visualization of

spatial autocorrelations along the chromosomes, where

genomic blocks appear as rows of neighbouring signifi-

cant autocorrelations. Note that significant spatial auto-

correlations along chromosomes may be caused by many

different factors (see Discussion), including cyclic

changes in the proportions of fixed SNPs, and that the

highest autocorrelations might be observed on the edges

of particular regions, not necessarily in their centre. In

case of genetically divergent, hybridizing taxa, extended

regions of spatial autocorrelation in genomic regions

with low divergence are plausibly explained by recent

gene flow (Scotti-Saintagne et al. 2004). We use our
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autocorrelation analysis here in an exploratory fashion

on nonindependent, overlapping windows along each

chromosome and therefore do not correct for multiple

testing.

Ancestry and introgression in hybrid zones. To study

ancestry and introgression of mapped microsatellites in

hybrid zones in a simple and graphical way, LSA’s for

32 loci were computed using the R package INTROGRESS,

which calculates maximum-likelihood admixture pro-

portions and genomic clines (Gompert & Buerkle 2009;

Gompert & Buerkle 2010). The ancestry of microsatellite

alleles was estimated at each locus as the number of

alleles originating from the focal species (i.e. 0, 1 or 2

alleles), after binning microsatellite alleles into two alle-

lic classes per locus as in Lexer et al. (2007). Bayesian

admixture analysis with the linkage model of the STRUC-

TURE (Falush et al. 2003) software was used as an alter-

native approach to estimate LSAs and clines in hybrid

zones, following Lexer et al. (2010). As the results and

conclusions from both analyses were similar, only the

results of the simpler INTROGRESS analyses will be pre-

sented here.

Results

SNP calling

RAD sequencing of Populus alba and Populus tremula

(N = 14 haploid genomes per species; Tables 1 and S1,

Supporting information) yielded on average 93 000

separate RAD tags per individual with high-quality

Illumina GAIIx reads at a median sequencing depth of

11-fold (Table S1, Supporting information). Reference

mapping against the Populus trichocarpa genome identi-

fied a preliminary set of 350 301 putative SNP sites.

After applying stringent quality checks (see Methods),

38 525 biallelic high-quality SNPs on the first 19 scaf-

folds of the Populus reference genome were chosen for

further analysis. These high-quality SNPs were repre-

sented in each individual (i.e. no missing data) by an

average sequencing depth of 19 Illumina sequencing

reads (median = 18; SD = 11). This is sufficient to detect

both allelic states if present, within the limits of our

population samples to detect rare alleles in heterozygous

state.

Given a known genome size of ~378.5 9 106 bp for

the first 19 P. trichocarpa scaffolds (i.e. chromosomes),

SNPs were screened on average every 9.7 kb (SD:

34.5 kb; range, 2–1 470 000 bp; median: 32 bp) across

the genome. The low median SNP distance reflects the

frequent presence of more than one SNP per RAD tag.

Dense genomic coverage is also illustrated by the rare

(only 29) number of uncovered genomic intervals larger

than 500 kb in length. This SNP density is equivalent to

an average number of 88.8 SNPs per million base pairs

(±40.3 SD, range, 0–186, median: 93; Fig. 1; Tables S4

and S5, Supporting information).

Genomic patterns of divergence

Considerable genomic divergence was observed

between the ecologically divergent target species, P. alba

and P. tremula. This was reflected by the observation

that >15% of all high-quality SNPs were fixed between

species. Windowed analyses revealed that the propor-

tion of fixed SNPs was significantly correlated with FST

(Fig. 1; Table S6, Supporting information; r2 = 0.734;

P < 0.001). The two species were differentiated by an

average multilocus FST of 0.634 (95% confidence interval,

0.631–0.638).

Visual inspection of windowed analyses (1 9 106 bp

window size) revealed that the proportion of fixed

SNPs in any given window was highly variable, as

were the average fixation index (FST) and SNP density

(Fig. 1). Detailed windowed analyses (1 9 105 bp win-

dow size; Table S5, Supporting information) identified

an average proportion of fixed SNPs of 14.8%, with a

standard deviation of ±17.9% and a median proportion

of fixed SNPs of 11.1% per window. We did not iden-

tify any fixed SNP within the first three megabases of

chromosome XIX (0–3.5 9 106 bp), the putative incipi-

ent sex chromosome of poplar; Fig. 1; Tables S4 and S5,

Supporting information). This observation also held

after the removal of individuals of female or unknown

sex (Table 1; results not shown).

Associations with features of the Populus reference
genome

Associations between SNP diversity and genomic fea-

tures of Populus allowed us to identify factors that may

potentially influence SNP detection and analysis. For

example, the total number of SNPs per window was

negatively correlated with the fraction of repetitive

DNA elements (r2 = �0.336; P < 0.001). Also, the total

numbers of both variable and fixed SNPs were corre-

lated with GC content (r2 = 0.296 and 0.217, respec-

tively; P < 0.001; Table S6 and Fig. S1, Supporting

information). In general, correlations between win-

dowed divergence estimates and genomic features of

Populus were weak (Table S6 and Fig. S1, Supporting

information) and were thus not pursued further. High

levels of divergence (great proportions of fixed SNPs)

were associated with low SNP densities, whereas low

divergence loci exhibited a large range of SNP densities

(Fig. 2), two observations of relevance to our discussion

of the RAD-Seq data (below).
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Genomic autocorrelations

Genomic autocorrelation of the proportion of fixed SNPs

was used as a simple way of detecting chromosome

blocks of higher or lower than average interspecific

divergence in the Populus genome. Windowed analyses

identified autocorrelated regions particularly within the

first three megabases of chromosome XIX (0–

3.55 9 106 bp; Fig. 3; Table S5, Supporting information),

the incipient sex chromosome of Populus, but large auto-

correlated blocks were also visible in several other chro-

mosomal regions with unusually low (e.g. chromosomes

I, III and XVIII) and unusually high interspecific diver-

gence (e.g. chromosomes V, XIII and XV) (Figs 3 and S2,

Supporting information). The extended stretches of auto-

correlations in the beginning of chromosome XIX were

defined by low divergence regions entirely free of fixed

SNPs (Figs 1 and 3; Table S5, Supporting information).

Ancestry and introgression of mapped microsatellites

The large number of individuals from two independent

hybrid zones genotyped for microsatellites allowed us

Fig. 1 Patterns of interspecific genomic divergence between Populus alba and P. tremula. Sliding window analysis (window size:

1 9 106 bp, step size 200 kb) for average fixation indices (FST, top), proportions of fixed SNPs among all variable SNPs (fixratio, mid-

dle) and SNP density (bottom) in each window. Results of all windowed analyses are plotted against window midpoints in millions

of base pairs (bp). Grey and white vertical blocks highlight different chromosomes identified by roman numerals.

Fig. 2 Relationship between SNP densities (y-axis; number of

SNPs per 100 kilobase window) and divergence (x-axis;

proportion of fixed SNPs) in Populus alba and P. tremula. The

association between genomic windows with great divergence

and low SNP density is clearly visible.
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to compare ancestries and introgression on chromo-

somes XIX and VI (Fig. 4). The INTROGRESS results indi-

cate increased introgression of microsatellite alleles

across both hybrid zones on chromosome XIX, as visible

from the great frequency of homozygotes of one species

in the genomic background of the other (Fig. 4). Thus,

introgression analysis of mapped microsatellites corrob-

orates genomic patterns of divergence found with RAD-

Seq. Results of Bayesian STRUCTURE analysis (not shown)

were largely congruent with the INTROGRESS results, thus

suggesting a lack of RI in this region.

Discussion

The ‘genomic landscape’ of population divergence and

speciation in taxa with ‘porous genomes’ is a hotly

debated topic in molecular ecology and evolutionary

biology (Nosil et al. 2009; Feder & Nosil 2010; Michel

et al. 2010; Pritchard et al. 2010; Wolf et al. 2010; Feder

et al. 2012; Roesti et al. 2012). Few studies have taken

advantage of ‘next generation sequencing’ based gen-

ome scans for addressing these topics, and those that

have done so have focused on the genomic signatures

of adaptive population divergence or domestication

(e.g. Hohenlohe et al. 2010; Rubin et al. 2010; Turner et al.

2010; Amaral et al. 2011), rather than the genomics of

reproductive barriers between hybridizing species with

divergent genomes (but see Nadeau et al. 2012; Gom-

pert et al. 2012). Here, we have used a recently devel-

oped short-read sequencing approach, RAD-Seq (Baird

et al. 2008; Hohenlohe et al. 2010), to infer the genomic

signature of gene flow across a ‘porous’ species bound-

ary between two highly divergent, hybridizing species.

Our study complements a growing number of genomic

scans of less divergent (usually infraspecific) taxa with

‘porous’ genomes (e.g. Dopman et al. 2005; Turner et al.

2005; Roesti et al. 2012). More specifically, this study

contributes to our understanding of the evolutionary

process in taxa that exhibit both, widespread genomic

divergence and episodes of sympatry and genetic

exchange (Michel et al. 2010; Feder et al. 2012).

Potential of RAD tags for genome scans of highly
divergent species

Little experience is currently available on the useful-

ness of RAD-Seq for evolutionary genomics work

involving highly divergent species. By making use of

the Populus trichocarpa genome sequence for reference

mapping and quality control, we have shown that

Fig. 3 Autocorrelation (Moran’s I) analysis for five exemplary Populus chromosomes (drawn to scale) based on the proportion of

fixed SNPs. Sliding window analyses (width: 4 9 106 bp, sliding by 250 kb) identify highly significant (large green dots; P < 0.01)

and significant (small green dots, 0.01 < P < 0.05) Moran’s I values. Average FST (black) and proportions of fixed SNPs (red) are indi-

cated for sliding windows of 1 9 106 bp width, sliding by 200 kb. Chromosomes I, III, XVIII and XIX are shown to illustrate low

divergence blocks of autocorrelated markers, and chromosome VI is an inconspicuous reference chromosome used in the text. The

genomic positions of all analysed microsatellite loci are indicated on chromosomes VI and XIX. Note the strong and significant auto-

correlations in the beginning of chromosome XIX, the putative incipient sex chromosome of Populus.
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RAD tags can facilitate genomic scans between species

that have diverged millions of years (Stettler et al.

1996) and that hybridize and recombine despite con-

siderable levels of genomic divergence (average mul-

tilocus FST for SNP data in the present study = 0.634;

FST and standardized differentiation (G’ST) for micro-

satellites up to 0.37 and 0.63, respectively; Lexer et al.

2010). The fact that >38 000 high-quality SNPs were

recovered in these species after stringent quality

checks (Methods) should encourage other students of

highly divergent, hybridizing species with complex ge-

nomes. Note that Populus alba and Populus tremula pos-

sess diploidized genomes, but that Populus has

undergone at least two rounds of whole-genome

duplication in deep evolutionary history (Tuskan et al.

2006). Similar situations are commonly observed in

evolutionary radiations of plants, and thus, our results

are informative on the utility of RAD-Seq in plant evo-

lutionary genomics.

The availability of a genome sequence for a poplar

(Tuskan et al. 2006; P. trichocarpa genome assembly

version 2) allowed us to assess the degree to which

genomic features of reference genomes may influence

RAD-based genome scans. For example, we uncovered

weak negative correlations between SNP density and the

fraction of repetitive elements across the Populus genome

and weak positive correlations between SNP density and

GC content (Table S6 and Fig. S1, Supporting informa-

tion). There also was a conspicuous association between

the genomic distributions of divergence (proportion of

fixed SNPs, FST) and SNP densities (Fig. 1). Whereas

genomic regions of high divergence were clearly associ-

ated with low SNP density, regions of unusually low

divergence were not (Fig. 2). The former observation

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4 Locus-specific ancestries (LSAs)

for mapped microsatellites on chromo-

somes VI and XIX. Ancestries for the Ital-

ian hybrid zone (a) (N = 219 indvidiuals)

and the Hungarian hybrid zone (b)

(N = 186 individuals) are plotted sepa-

rately. Individuals (y-axis) are sorted by

their maximum-likelihood hybrid index

(H), and microsatellite loci (x-axis) are

ordered by their genomic position along

each chromosome. Shades of green reflect

allelic ancestry for each locus and indi-

vidual: dark green, homozygous for Pop-

ulus alba; light green, homozygous for

P. tremula; medium green, heterozygous

for alleles from both species; white, miss-

ing data. The allele frequency differen-

tials for each microsatellite marker in the

Italian (c) and Hungarian (d) hybrid zone

are indicated at the bottom of the graph.

See Table S2 (Supporting information)

and Methods for details of microsatellite

markers and Table S3 (Supporting infor-

mation) for genotypic data.
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may indicate that both high divergence and low SNP

density are consequences of the same biological process,

that is, divergent selection reducing genetic diversity

within species or more rapid evolution of some genome

regions, effectively elevating divergence and reducing

the number of polymorphisms detected by a RAD-Seq

scan with stringent quality criteria (see Methods).

While the high divergence peaks uncovered by our

genome scan (Fig. 1) may involve genes or genetic

elements of importance during advanced stages of speci-

ation, we wish to focus on genomic regions of low diver-

gence in the present study. The genomes of P. alba and

P. tremula are highly divergent overall (Lexer et al. 2010;

average multilocus FST in the present study = 0.634);

thus, we might expect large ‘continents’ rather than

‘islands’ of speciation (Nosil et al. 2009; Michel et al. 2010;

Wolf et al. 2010; but see Barton & Bengtsson 1986). In

effect, most of the genome will be protected from gene

flow except for occasional ‘pores’ (Wu & Ting 2004; Lexer

& Widmer 2008). Thus, loci or regions with greatly

reduced differentiation (compared to the genomic aver-

age) should point to features of interest to the evolution-

ary genomics of taxa with ‘porous’ genomes, such as

recent interspecific gene exchange or shared ancestral

polymorphism (Muir & Schlotterer 2005; Lexer et al.

2006; discussed below). Note that the stringent mismatch

cut-off used for sequence alignment (3 mismatches =
4.28% per 70 bp read) implies an underestimation of

overall genomic divergence in this study, that is, our

detection of low divergence regions against the genomic

background is conservative.

Causes of allele sharing between ecologically divergent,
hybridizing species

Shared alleles between hybridizing species can be

traced back primarily to three mechanisms: homoplasy,

shared ancestral polymorphism predating the origin of

the species (retained because of uniform selection pres-

sures or insufficient time since divergence) and recur-

rent gene flow (Martinsen et al. 2001; Lexer et al. 2006;

Palma-Silva et al. 2011). At this level of evolutionary

divergence, homoplasy is unlikely to be the chief cause

of allele sharing for DNA sequence polymorphisms

(Zhang & Hewitt 2003). Shared ancestral polymorphism

is a more likely explanation, given the long generation

times and large effective population sizes of these

wind-pollinated, dioecious trees (Ne = 118 000 in

P. tremula; Ingvarsson 2008). Hybridization and inter-

specific gene flow, on the other hand, are known to be

frequent in localities where these species cooccur (Lexer

et al. 2005, 2010).

The relative roles of shared ancestral variation vs.

recurrent gene flow can sometimes be inferred from

biogeographical patterns of diversity (Petit et al. 2002;

Muir & Schlotterer 2005; Palma-Silva et al. 2011). This is

the case because the genetic signature of hybridization

is likely to exhibit a strong spatial component, whereas

that of shared ancestral variation does not. Neverthe-

less, this method is often limited by the inability to infer

all key aspects of species’ biogeographical history. A

more powerful way to address this issue is to test for

genomic block structure among loci with high levels of

allele sharing (Scotti-Saintagne et al. 2004; Lexer et al.

2006). This is based on the expectation that recent gene

flow between divergent populations will create blocks

of LD along the chromosomes (Chapman & Thompson

2002; Scotti-Saintagne et al. 2004), the size of blocks

depending primarily on temporal patterns of admixture

(Buerkle & Lexer 2008; Winkler et al. 2010).

We found 11 chromosomes with windows exhibiting

highly significant genomic autocorrelation of divergence

(proportion of fixed SNPs), and several of these were

due to unusually low divergence, that is, allele sharing.

Chromosome XIX, the incipient sex chromosome of

Populus, represents a prime example (Fig. 3; discussed

below). Other examples can easily be found towards

the distal ends of chromosomes I and III, or between

megabases three and four of chromosome XVIII (Figs 3

and S2, Supporting information).

The observed block structure indicates that recurrent

gene flow has contributed to genomic patterns of allele

sharing seen between these ecologically divergent forest

trees. These findings complement our earlier results

based on analyses of genomic admixture in hybrid zones

(Lexer et al. 2007, 2010). Those studies were able to trace

gene flow just within the last few generations, based on

the known temporal dynamics of genomic admixture

coefficients and hybrid indices (Falush et al. 2003; Gom-

pert & Buerkle 2009). In contrast, measures of diver-

gence between species are informative regarding gene

flow over hundreds of generations or more (Whitlock

1992). In effect, assuming an average generation time of

30–40 years, it appears that these species’ genomes have

been affected by hybridization and introgression since

thousands if not tens of thousands of years. Our diver-

gence map (Fig. 1) and autocorrelation graphs (Figs 3

and S2, Supporting information) speak for a broad distri-

bution of the sizes of introgressed genomic blocks, rang-

ing from kilobases to megabases, which indicates a

complex history of admixture. Future work based on

more extensive sampling will help to clarify this issue.

Rampant introgression on an incipient plant sex
chromosome?

Sex chromosomes are often seen as ‘hotspots’ of specia-

tion because of ‘Haldane’s rule’ (Coyne & Orr 2004) and
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because suppressed recombination and increased LD in

the sex determination region will favour the accumula-

tion of isolation genes (Saether et al. 2007; review by

Qvarnström & Bailey 2009). Our population genomic

data for chromosome XIX, recently suggested as an

incipient sex chromosome of Populus (Yin et al. 2008;

Pakull et al. 2009; Paolucci et al. 2010), suggest the opposite:

extensive allele sharing over three megabases surround-

ing the poplar sex determination region, presumably

caused by extensive gene flow across a ‘porous’ species

barrier (Figs 1 and 3). This conclusion is supported by

>38 000 SNPs assayed in few individuals and a panel of

mapped microsatellites typed in >400 individuals (this

study), in addition to previous genetic mapping work

carried out in our laboratory (Macaya-Sanz et al. 2011).

Early genomic work on sex determination in P. tricho-

carpa suggested a ZW sex system with a female-specific

W region on chromosome XIX (Yin et al. 2008). Recent

genetic mapping in P. alba and P. tremula has indeed

confirmed extensive LD across >560 kilobases of this

region (Macaya-Sanz et al. 2011); however, codominant

microsatellites there behaved like autosomal loci: both

homo- and heterozygotes were observed in equilibrium

frequencies in known females and males (Macaya-Sanz

et al. 2011). This suggests that the Populus sex chromo-

some is very young indeed, with pairs or groups of sexu-

ally antagonistic loci accumulating in the sex

determination region but without full differentiation into

heteromorphy (Charlesworth et al. 2005), or that factors

other than time have constrained its evolution. Either

way, the apparent lack of structural differentiation

between female and male counterparts facilitates the

interpretation of interspecific divergence in trees sam-

pled randomly with regard to sex (see Methods).

Interspecific RAD scanning of chromosome XIX

yielded the perhaps most puzzling result of the present

study: the complete absence of fixed SNPs in the first

three megabases of this chromosome, that is, exactly in

the poplar sex determination region (Yin et al. 2008;

Pakull et al. 2009; Paolucci et al. 2010), resulting in

significant genomic autocorrelation (Fig. 3). This is in

line with previous observations of greatly reduced

interspecific microsatellite divergence in this region

(Macaya-Sanz et al. 2011). The results also match with

significant segregation distortion of this region in exper-

imental interspecific progeny of P. alba and P. tremula,

consistently favouring donor alleles in the recipient spe-

cies’ background (Macaya-Sanz et al. 2011). Microsatel-

lite data for two natural hybrid zones, presented for the

first time here, provide even further support for the

unusual behaviour of this genomic region.

Locus-specific ancestries estimated by INTROGRESS in

both hybrid zones revealed elevated introgression on the

proximal end of chromosome XIX (Fig. 4), compared to

most loci on our reference chromosome VI (see Methods

for rationale of this comparison). Elevated introgression

is suggested by several aspects of the INTROGRESS analysis.

First, there is a greatly increased number of P. alba

homozygotes (dark green) in the genomic background of

P. tremula (light green) (Fig. 4, e.g. microsatellite markers

ORPM 276 and Yin 2). This pattern is complicated some-

what by the considerable variation in ancestries present

among loci and hybrid zones, which is expected from

theory (e.g. Barton & Bengtsson 1986; Buerkle & Lexer

2008; Gompert & Buerkle 2009). Second, a lack of RI of

chromosome XIX becomes readily apparent from the

absence of clear genomic discontinuities between geneti-

cally intermediate, heterozygous individuals (medium

green) and either parental species throughout chromo-

some XIX (Fig. 4). This observation is of relevance

because previous studies have found partial RI between

genetically intermediate hybrids (medium green in

Fig. 4) and their parents (Lexer et al. 2010; Lindtke et al.

2012). So it appears that the partial reproductive barriers

present among these species and hybrids are overcome

in the sex determination region. This is consistent with

the absence of fixed SNPs in our RAD-based genome

scan (Fig. 1) and with generally reduced microsatellite

allele frequency differentials in this region (Fig. 4).

Third, the results of the present study are congruent

with previous results on reduced interspecific microsat-

ellite divergence in wild populations and increased

introgression of this region in synthetic interspecific

backcross progeny (Macaya-Sanz et al. 2011).

An alternative explanation for reduced divergence of

the incipient poplar sex chromosome may be uniform

selection conserving DNA sequence in this region.

Indeed, evolving sex chromosomes are known to be

affected by selective sweeps and background selection

(review by Bachtrog 2006), which may in principle

affect related species in similar ways. Nevertheless,

selection pressures such as this would be expected to

result in reduced diversity in the sex determination

region (the first three megabases of chromosome XIX),

which was picked up neither by our RAD scan (Fig. 1)

nor by microsatellites (this study, Table S2, Supporting

information; Lexer et al. 2010; Macaya-Sanz et al. 2011).

Our results on gene flow on the incipient poplar sex

chromosome are at odds with conventional knowledge

on the role of sex chromosomes as ‘hotspots’ of RI and

speciation (Qvarnstrom & Bailey 2009). Future studies

should now aim at identifying the molecular and evolu-

tionary mechanisms responsible for increased allele

sharing. As this genomic region appears to contain

unusually large numbers of nuclear binding site - leucine

rich repeat (NBS-LRR) type resistance (R) genes (Yin

et al. 2008), introgression favoured by balancing selec-

tion is a plausible hypothesis (Macaya-Sanz et al. 2011).
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An alternative explanation could be that this genomic

region plays an important role in local adaptation, as

already shown for P. tremula (de Carvalho et al. 2010)

and that it thus experiences greatly reduced gene flow

within species. This would render this genomic region

particularly susceptible to introgression between species

due to drift-based processes (Petit & Excoffier 2009).

High-density genomic scans for the signature of local

adaptation within species would help to clarify these

issues, and this work is currently underway.

Conclusion

RAD sequencing of small population samples (N = 14

haploid genomes per species in this case) facilitates geno-

mic scans for fixed vs. variable SNPs in hybridizing spe-

cies. This was demonstrated here by a study on the

genomic signature of divergence and gene flow in two

ecologically divergent forest trees of the ‘model tree’

genus Populus. Important features of our RAD-Seq results

were corroborated by a panel of 32 mapped microsatel-

lites typed in >400 individuals from natural hybrid zones

and by previous genetic data on natural populations and

experimental progeny. Genomic patterns of allele sharing

indicate that the highly divergent Populus alba and Popu-

lus tremula have been affected by recurrent gene flow for

timescales in the order of hundreds of generations, if not

longer. Our results add to a growing body of evidence

that gene flow represents an important force in the evolu-

tionary process, even in diverging taxa that are already

highly differentiated throughout much of their genome

(Michel et al. 2010; Feder et al. 2012). The incipient sex

chromosome of Populus appears to experience rampant

introgression rather than the accumulation of isolation

genes, which cautions against premature generalizations

on the role of sex chromosomes in speciation.
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Fig. S1 Influence of genomic features on SNP distributions.

Fig. S2 Autocorrelation (Moran’s I) analysis for all 19 Populus

chromosomes (drawn to scale) based on the proportion of

SNPs fixed between species.

Table S1 RAD sequencing results for 14 samples of Populus

alba and P. tremula.

Table S2 Thirty-two microsatellite loci (‘Locus’) with detailed

information on genomic location of each marker (Chr, chromo-

some; Pos, location of the locus in base pairs on the chrom-

some).

Table S3 Introgress analyses are based on data from 32 micro-

satellite loci (‘locus’).

Table S4 Details on 38 525 SNPs passing quality control.

Table S5 We report windowed statistics for the reference gen-

ome of Populus trichocarpa and the reference mapped SNPs

obtained from RAD sequencing.

Table S6 Pair-wise Pearson correlation coefficients between

windowed (non-overlapping windows sized 100 kb, Table S5,

Supporting information) estimates of differentiation between

the genomes of Populus alba and P. tremula, and windowed

genomic features affecting SNP distributions: average FST
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